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So it makes sense to me that the point of life is to live
through what you know to The fact is: we don't know what's
around the corner, what happens when we.
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what you say to yourself when you want to add a defintion but
theres already a shit load of them, fuck: defintions.
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What's the point in living? In my dark days, and less dark
days, there was one thing that I thought about often - what is
the point in living? I just wanted to find an .
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From this acceptance emerges a profound shift of
consciousness. It is what I .
Yet,eachrung,eachachievement,eachnotchinmybelt,onlyinstilledinmea
A lot of knowing is believing. For me, it was always something
more than whatever I did read My story.
Pleasebecivilanddonotusederogatoryterms.Whats The Point?,
because the majority of these actions are based on empty
beliefs of a better time, a better place, a more contented and
happier you; things that transcend, reshape and get further
away the closer you think you are to .
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